
Area Situation Action $$

Refer 

by Refer to

1 Winslow

Homeless veteran picked up by Winslow 

Police on Friday night.

Put in hotel for weekend.  Not eligible 

for reembursement  $  321 PD MBVS

2 Brewer

Mom with son with MH issues, behind in rent 

and needs gas and food

He is working with VF and MVN 

provided gas and food cards

 

$100G;

$50F VA H

3 Talked on phone.  No action required

4 Caribou

Has cancer with daily chemo; needs taxi to 

C&P exam but then was admitted to hospital 

with phneumonia; 

VF is caseworker; advised Sarah to let 

VA know about hospital and MBVS 

about C&P cancellation  $      -   VF

5 Talked on phone.  No action required

6 Thomaston

10% VA disabled; Medical issue but not in 

VHA; need help with rent; car repair issue

Sent VFAP form, 10-10EZ; $300 for rent; 

gas

 $300; 

$100G ? MBVS; VF 

7 Lewiston eviction issue; not VHA; No VBA Claim

Preble St workin on eviciton/VHA/VBA 

issues

 

$100G;

$50F Preble

8 Auburn

Provided gas in in 2022; moving to Bangor, 

needed security deposit on rent.  VF      paid 

$500 and MVN $200

Mailed security deposit contribution 

and gas money

 $200; 

$100G Preble VF

9 Gray Failed hot water heater; Not in VHA

Sent VEFAP form; 10-10EZ; and 

gas/food

 

$100G;

$50F 211

10 Sanford

Needs a advocate to go to her healthcare 

appointments with her.  She hasn’t been  able 

to effectively communicate with her doctors.  

An advocate that can go to both her VA 

doctors and her private care doctors. Not sure 

if the private care doctors are referral or not. 

She is willing to pay for this advocate. Notified Kylie Higgins and MBVS.  

MVN April 2024



11 Sabattus Car transmission issue

Told him those who might help will 

need an estimate.  Haven't heard back ?

12 Madison Stopped working to get meds adjusted. Need gas and food

 

$100G;

$50F MBVS

13 St Agatha

Wife needs gas to be with Mom with Stage 4. 

Vet Husband works at Carey Medical

MBVS helping with claim; After sending 

$$ to provide gas, car issues prevented 

travel; 4/28-VF & VEFAP to help  200g 211

to 

Network

14 Portland $4K behind in CMP; Not in VHA

Will work with him to see if VHA 

eligible: likely over income but will 

verify 211 VF

15 Skoweghan

Repeat:  Rent and $1800 CMP issues; 2023 

paid $263 CMP bill CMP  issue refered to VF  $  264 ? VF

16 Enfield

Bought house with bad furnace.  Veteran 

incarcerated (none federal) and wife couldn't 

communicate with VA, Furnace repair 

estimate over VEFAP and MVN ability.  

Sent food and gas cards, sent ROI forms 

for VBA and VHA.  Put request to MBVS 

for social worker.

 $100 g  

$100 F 211

MBVS; VF; 

VA Vet 

Outreach; 

VBA; 

Preble; 

PTL

17

Significant other is Rebecca Beatham. Went to 

clinic in Lincoln but had a hard time getting 

appointments so started going to Health 

Access in Lincoln.  Both Rebecca and Brent are 

disabled but taking care of Brent’s mother in 

her house. Hey have a vehicle but neither of 

them can drive it.  Needed ramp for house

Connected with Kylie Higgins/VHA  and 

MBVS  $  211 

18 Lisbon

assisted in 2023 with gas and fee for birth 

cert; needed help with CMP bill. Incarcerated 

so talking with wife

Paid CMP, sent forms to wife to enable 

her to talk to VBA and VHA.  Requested 

SW for her.  $  251 Preble

19



20 BOL-Portland

Needed U--Haul to get belongings in 

Farminton storage.  Needed furniture for apt.  

Needed help with Claim and Character of 

Discharge

MVN paid for U-Haul; provided bed and 

dresser for apt (carried up to flights of 

stairs). Vet provide VBA FOI and AL 

stated they did all they could do with 

the claims.  Next step is to go directly to 

VBA to see if more can be done.  

Refered CoD to PTL  $  250 VA

AL DSO, 

PTL, VBA

21 York/HL

Living in car due to abusive home situation, 

hotel for the weekend.  Connect with NG 

Contact.  Needed $450.

Connected with NG Rep.  NG has 

foundation that can support financial 

needs. Possible MBVS reembursement.  $  450 211 NG

22 Brewer Homeless in care Preble St, VF, and HAM working it

23 Homeless

Living in car, Preble St Case Worker, needed 

gas Sent gas card  100g Preble 

24 Bridgton

Fiancial issues including CMP.  Medical issues. 

No DD 214 and not in VHA

Sent gas card, Got DD 214 via MBVS, 

Enrolled him in VHA  $  100 211 VF

25 Bath

House infested with mice & rats.  Has major 

health issues.  Major medical debt. Not in 

VHA, filed with VBA directly at MCV RC.

Refered to VF. Met at house and filled 

out 1010EZ and 21-22 (VFW).  Taking to 

Togus May 6th  $      -   211 VF; VFW

26 Homeless

Friend providing support.  Was able to get 

into Vets Inc.  Needs food, gas, and phone 

cards

Provided food, gas and attempting to 

get phone card; no phone card available 

so provided $50g instead

 $50 fd; 

$150 g; 

$50 g Friend VF

27 Homeless-aptIn apt and needed food card, no car Provided food card  $     50 

28

At the request of VF, provided a week in hotel 

to be reembursed in full by VF. Week in hotel 915.44 VF


